Facials

For more than forty years, Guinot’s mission has been to make women
more beautiful using exclusive and innovative beauty care methods.
For Guinot, it is the beauty therapist, the beauty professional, who
combines his or her expertise with Guinot beauty care methods in
order to obtain results which are immediately visible.
GUINOT

Guinot Hydradermie 2

£70

The Hydradermie machine’s gentle combination of galvanic and
high frequency currents results in skin that’s cleansed, refined and
revitalised. A long lasting facial, that deeply cleanses and restores
radiance and suppleness to the skin.

Guinot Eye Logic

£50

Working on the delicate eye area, this treatment minimises dark circles,
combats puffiness and hydrates. Course of 6 treatments recommended.

Guinot Super Hydradermie 2

£80

The Hydradermie 2 facial with added serums, focusing on the eyes,
face and neck, an anti ageing focused facial.

Guinot Hydradermie Lift

£60

Lifts the facial features by stimulating the facial muscles, leaving
the face appearing younger and visibly lifted - course of 6
treatments recommended.

Guinot Hydradermie Lift Express

£48

Hydradermie lift for the time poor - course of 6 recommended.

Guinot Hydradermie 2 Lift Deluxe

£120

The ultimate facial, will leave your skin looking fresh and radiant.
Experience an immediate lifting effect, a mix of the hydradermie
2 and lift in one exceptional facial.

Guinot Age Summum
The most luxurious hands on facial. The pinnacle of anti
ageing treatment.

£75

Guinot Hydra Peeling

£65

Erase visible signs of ageing, recover a radiant complexion,
alleviate dark spots and brighten skin tone.

Guinot Hydra Clean

£45

Deeply cleanses, paying particular attention to the T-Zone, leaving
the ski clear and radiant, recommended for young or problematic
skin - course of 6 treatments highly recommended.
Each facial is available as a course of treatments.
Six treatments results in a 15% discount.

CLARINS

Clarins Signature Facial

£70

Clarins new personalised facial, using pro-active products clinically
proven to deliver real results. Each facial is unique and adapted to
the individuals specific needs.

Clarins Deluxe Signature Facial

£80

Clarins Signature Facial with and added choice of an indulgent
20 minute back massage or scalp and foot massage.

REJUVENESCE

The Rejuvenesce Facial

£60

Deep cleansing and moisturising facial, helped by a gentle steam,
any impurities are carefully extracted leaving the skin feeling ultra
clean. It is followed by a beautifully relaxing facial massage.

The Rejuvenesce Mini Facial

£45

Deep cleansing facial, ideal for young skin, leaves the skin feeling
fresh and clean.

The Bio Therapeutic Facial

£60

Micro-Current treatment uses tiny impulses to revitalise the natural
regenerating process of the face. The mini lift without the need for
surgery. Best results are achieved with a course of 6 treatments.

Body treatments
AROMATHERAPY ASSOCIATES

Ultimate Aromatherapy
Experience Body Massage

60 mins - £70
90 mins - £100

Bespoke treatment - Carefully applied pressures used to stimulate
the nervous system, Swedish and neuromuscular techniques to
relieve muscular tension, and lymphatic drainage to encourage
healthy circulation. This treatment works from your head to your
toes, it will dissolve away all of your stress and tension. In the longer
treatment, extra attention is given to the facial massage.

Intensive Muscle Relief

£60

This deeply restorative treatment is specifically designed for
tight, stressed and aching muscles. Swedish and cross muscle
fibre massage techniques, with stretching and draining, are
combined with essential oils known for their beneficial effects
on the circulation.

CLARINS

Melting Honey Hot Stone
Full Body Massage

£70

This deeply relaxing hot stone massage gently releases tension,
soothes aching muscles, eliminates toxins and calms the mind.

Clarins Rebalancing Massage

£70

A deeply relaxing and rhythmic full body massage, which uses a
bespoke sequence of slower movements and pressure point
techniques to release even the deepest knots & tensions within
the muscle layers. The effects are intensified with Clarins blend
of essential oils used.

Clarins Mothers-to-be Treatment

£60

An luxurious treatment for the face and body, adapted to pre
and post natal stages of pregnancy. Leaves you feeling
wonderfully relaxed and your whole body energised.

REJUVENESCE

Therapeutic Full Body Massage

£60

Wonderfully Relaxing Massage, personalised to you, using 100%
pure plant based extract Clarins oils.

Remedial Back Massage

£45

Beautifully soothing back and leg massage, personalised to you.

Rejuvenesce Hot Stone Back Massage

£50

Supremely restful hot stone massage, utilising our many years of
experience to create a wonderful treatment.

G5 Power Massage

£40

Superb anti-cellulite vibratory massage. Course of 8 sessions
recommended for the most significant results.

Reflexology

£47

Gentle treatment based on the belief that parts of the body are
represented or reflected on the feet and hands.

Jessica Nails
HANDS & FEET

Jessica Manicure

£25.50

An exclusive manicure designed to nourish and revitalise the nails
with a touch of glamour.

French Manicure

£30

A chic and natural polish look.

Luxury Manicure

£32

Paraffin wax is used to soften and moisturise the nails and hands.

Pedicure

£35

A blissful treatment for those tired feet.

Luxury Pedicure

£40

Paraffin wax is used, the ultimate feet treat.

Jessica Phenom Polish Upgrade

+£2.50 to any of the
treatments above

Jessica have created a polish which is chip-resistant, long lasting,
quick drying and has a gel like shine.

JESSICA GELERATION
Geleration is an advanced technology for the nails that alleviates
the trauma to the nail experienced in other long lasting gel nail
treatments, it is the best Gel on the market.

Geleration Manicure

£38.50

Geleration French Manicure

£42

Express Geleration Manicure

£26

Removal and Re-apply (Hands)

£38.50

Removal Alone (Hands)

£15.50

Removal and Express Manicure

£30

Geleration Pedicure

£45

Geleration French Pedicure

£48

Express Geleration Pedicure

£26

Removal and Re-apply (Feet)

£45

Removal Alone (Feet)

£15.50

Removal and Express Pedicure

£32.50

Eyes
Eyelash Tint

£19.50

Eyelash & Brow Tint

£23.50

Eyelash Tint & Brow Shape

£30

Eyelash & Brow Tint & Shape

£33

Eyebrow Shape

£12.50

Eyebrow Shape & Tint

£16.50

Eyebrow Tint

£7.50

EYELASH LIFT AND INFILLS

Ellebana Lash Lift and Tint

£55

Ellebana lash lift and tint is a beautiful way to enhance your natural
lashes. Lash Lifting uses silicone rods or pads to give a lifting effect
from the base of the eyelashes creating the illusion
of longer looking lashes and open eyes. One 30 minute
professional treatment delivers a sumptuous lash lift that is
retained for up to 12 weeks. It is suitable for long or short lashes
and is a great alternative to lash extensions. We tint immediately
after the lift to give the best results.

LASH EXTENSIONS
Our eyelash extensions are individual, long lasting lashes, applied
and bonded directly to the natural eyelash. We use superior
eyelash extension adhesives produced to the highest safety
standards. This gives means a damage free eyelash extension,
which is safe to the natural lash growth cycle.

Full Set

£90

Individual Faux-Mink Eyelash are used with the highest medical
grade adhesives

In-Fills
Expected at week 2 and week 3.

From £40

Hair removal - Wax
Using our years of experience, we have selected
Sienna-X wax. It offers a superior hot and strip waxing
formula, made with the highest grade of raw materials
and ingredients. It is suitable for sensitive skin, is strong
enough to comfortably remove hair whilst remaining
gentle enough to be used on all skin types.

Full Leg & Bikini Line

£30

Half Leg

£17

3/4 Leg

£24.50

3/4 Leg & Bikini Line

£26.50

Bikini Line

(prices from) £14*

Brazilian Bikini Line

£24/£30*

Hollywood

£32/£37*

Underarms

£12

Lip
Lip & Chin

£7/£9*
£11/£13*

Lip, Chin & Brows
Full Leg, Bikini & Underarms

£21
£38.50

Half Leg, Bikini, Underarms & Brows

£45

Full Leg & Brazilian

£38

Full Leg & Hollywood

£45

Forearms

£21

Strip/Warm wax is offered on all areas, hot wax is offered
as indicated (*).

FOR MEN

Shoulders & Neck

£20

Full Back

£35

PURCHASE A COURSE OF 6 WAXING TREATMENTS
AND RECEIVE A 15% DISCOUNT.

ELECTROLYSIS
Electrolysis destroys the individual hair growth through heat and
is a permanent hair removal method. We are proud to have
been treating our clients hair removal needs, using electrolysis
for over 25 years. We use the latest techniques and the top
epilators, to give you the best results.

10 Minutes

£21

20 Minutes

£28.50

Hair removal - Laser
After many years of following the laser market, we feel
confident that we have now found the best laser solution
for our clients. We have invested in the 3D-Trilogyice, which
is the latest advance in laser hair removal technology. The
system combines the proven benefits of three wavelengths,
achieving maximum results and versatility when compared
to single wavelength alternatives. The contact cooling
system ensures virtually pain free and effective hair
removal. It is the safest and most comprehensive hair
removal system that we have tested.

FACE TREATMENTS

Single
session

Six
sessions

(15% discount)

Eight
sessions

(20% discount)

Upper lip

£50

£255

£320

Chin

£60

£306

£384

Upper Lip and Chin

£100

£510

£640

Full Face

£150

£765

£960

Neck

£100

£510

£640

£40

£204

£256

Full Leg (exc. feet)

£300

£1530

£1920

Lower Legs

£200

£1020

£1280

Thighs

£250

£1275

£1600

£70

£357

£448

Eyebrows
(middle only)
LEGS/THIGHS/FEET

Feet or Toes

LOWER BODY

Single
session

Six
sessions

(15% discount)

Eight
sessions

(20% discount)

Bikini Line
(Standard)

£100

£510

£640

Bikini Line
(Brazilian)

£130

£663

£832

Bikini Line
(Hollywood - Full)

£180

£918

£1152

Bikini Line
(Hollywood inc. Perianal)

£200

£1020

£1280

£80

£408

£512

Underarms

£80

£408

£512

Half Arms

£150

£765

£960

Full Arms

£220

£1122

£1408

Hands or Fingers

£70

£357

£448

Nipples or Navel

£80

£408

£512

Chest
(including Nipples)

£150

£765

£960

Stomach

£120

£612

£768

Shoulders or
Upper Back

£150

£765

£960

Upper Back AND
Shoulders or Full Back

£250

£1275

£1600

Full Back and
Shoulders

£300

£1530

£1920

Perianal
UPPER BODY AND ARMS

Spray tan
SIENNA X
We have carefully selected Sienna-X for our spray tan treatments,
they produce the very best equipment and award winning tan
solutions. The treatment produces optimum results and a natural,
healthy looking tan every time. With our dedicated spray tan room
you get a streak free professional treatment designed to make you
look and feel fantastic.

Full Body Spray Tan

£30

Spray tanning with quality product and done by a trained
therapist gives you a precision tan, applied smoothly and
equally. Special care can be given to problem areas such as
knees, elbows, hair and blemishes. Giving you a tan you can be
proud of. Our professional spray tan will last from 7-10 days.

Specialist treatments
Thread Vein & Skin Tag Treatment

£35

Our thread vein and skin tag treatments are performed by our
most experienced therapist. This treatment uses electrolysis to
remove broken capillaries and skin tags. Consultation required.

Ear Piercing

From £20

We are committed to making sure your ear piercing experience is
the best it can be by providing the safest, most technologicallyadvanced ear piercing system available. Inverness Piercing
Earrings are designed for the gentlest piercing experience
possible, they feature ultra-thin piercing posts with an extra-sharp
piercing tip that glides easily through the earlobe with hand
pressure for a smooth gentle piercing which is completely sterile.

MAKE-UP USING CLARINS PRODUCTS

Lesson

£45

Time will be taken to understand what you would like to achieve.
Working with your skin tone and your skin needs, our make up
specialists will guide you on how to achieve the look you desire.
They will help to give tips and advice on techniques and methods
which will work best for your natural features.

Wedding Make-up

£70 per session
POA for local venue visits

Two visits will be required. Your initial visit, is when we take the time
to understand your vision for the day and note down any special
requests. A few ideas will be tested and your look created. We will
then deliver your stunning wedding make-over just as you want it
for the big day.

Packages &
Special occasions
Rejuvenesce Pure Indulgence

£105

The Rejuvenesce Facial, Remedial Back Massage, and
Jessica Manicure.

Rejuvenesce Deluxe Indulgence

£150

Full Body Massage, Rejuvenesce Facial, Manicure and Pedicure.

Rejuvenesce Ultimate Indulgence

£185

Clarins Hot Stone Massage, Clarins Signature Facial, Luxury
Manicure and Luxury Pedicure.

Mum-to-be Treat Day

£100

Jessica Manicure & Pedicure, Clarins Mother-to-be Treatment.

Rejuvenesce Party Ready

£90

Ellebana Lash Lift and Tint, express gel on fingers and express
gel on toes.

Rejuvenesce Holiday Prep

£95

Jessica Gel Manicure, Jessica Gel Pedicure and Spray Tan.

Hen/Wedding Parties

POA

Will be tailored to meet the needs and size of the group. We can
accommodate nails, mini make-up sessions and Spay Tans and
lash lifts.

For Him

£100

The Aromatherapy Associates Intense Muscle Relief and The
Rejuvenesce Facial for men.

GIFT VOUCHERS

Available for any of our packages,
treatments or an amount of your choosing.
OPENING TIMES

Open Monday - Saturday;
Late evenings Tuesday & Thursday.

We are well loved and renowned for our
professional care in a relaxed and friendly
atmosphere. Our shop is full of our most
loved and carefully selected beauty products.
These are chosen for you by hands with over
thirty years experience. We are very pleased
to be a trusted Clarins Gold Salon and
Guinot Crown Salon.

Hughenden Yard, Marlborough, SN8 1LT
01672 515956 | info@rejuvenesce.com | rejuvenesce.com

